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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Feed-forward Inhibitory Circuits in the Hippocampus and Their Computational Role in Fragile X
Syndrome
by
Sarah Wahlstrom Helgren
Doctor of Philosophy in Biomedical Engineering
Washington University in St. Louis, 2016
Professor Vitaly Klyachko, Chair

Feed-forward inhibitory (FFI) circuits are canonical neural microcircuits. They are unique in
that they are comprised of excitation rapidly followed by a time-locked inhibition. This
sequence provides for a powerful computational tool, but also a challenge in the analysis and
study of these circuits. In this work, mechanisms and computations of two hippocampal FFI
circuits have been examined. Specifically, the modulation of synaptic strength of the excitation
and the inhibition is studied during constant-frequency and naturalistic stimulus patterns to
reveal how FFI circuit properties and operations are dynamically modulated during ongoing
activity. In the first part, the FFI circuit dysfunction in the mouse model of Fragile X syndrome,
the leading genetic cause of autism, is explored. The balance between excitation and inhibition
is found to be markedly abnormal in the Fmr1 KO mouse, leading to failure of FFI circuit to
perform spike modulation tasks properly. The mechanisms underlying FFI circuit dysfunction
are explored and a critical role of presynaptic GABAB receptors is revealed. Specifically,
vii

excessive presynaptic GABA receptor signaling is found to suppress GABA release in a subset
of hippocampal interneurons leading to excitation/inhibition imbalance. In the second part, the
dynamic changes during input bursts are explored both experimentally and in a simulated circuit.
Because of the short-term synaptic plasticity of individual circuit components, the burst is found
to play an important role in the modulating precision of the output cell spiking. The role of
dynamics balance of excitation and inhibition during bursts in output spiking precision is further
explored. Overall, the balance of excitation and inhibition is found to be critical for FFI circuit
performance.

viii

Chapter 1: Background
This chapter is intended to prepare the reader with the needed background material to understand
the work in the following chapters. The sections on feed-forward inhibition and Fragile X
Syndrome are to provide understanding of the previous work in these fields. The hippocampus is
the system where this is studied in this work, so the basic background information on it is
provided.

1.1 Feed-Forward Inhibitory Circuits
There are two canonical unitary microcircuits found throughout the brain, feedforward inhibitory (FFI) and feedback inhibitory (FBI) circuits. Much like chips on a
breadboard, these two components are assembled in a complex architecture that allows for the
functional tasks of various brain regions to be carried out. By understanding the behavior and
underlying mechanisms of the canonical microcircuits, a better understanding of the local
network operations can be achieved. Whether a circuit is feed-forward or feedback depends on
the synaptic connectivity, whereas, whether the circuit is excitatory or inhibitory depends on the
neurotransmitter identity of the synapses and corresponding receptors.
The focus of my studies is on the FFI circuit. FFI circuits are found in various areas
throughout the brain, such as, hippocampus (Klyachko & Stevens, 2006; F Pouille & Scanziani,
2001), the somatosensory cortex (Gabernet, Jadhav, Feldman, Carandini, & Scanziani, 2005),
and in LGN (Blitz & Regehr, 2005). The FFI circuit is particularly interesting because of its
unique computational potential. In this circuit the excitatory input drives the target post-synaptic
cell, as well as an inhibitory interneuron. That interneuron then in turn inhibits the same postsynaptic cell. Together this results in a feed-forward inhibition. The key feature of the FFI
1

circuits is a time-locked inhibition that rapidly follows excitation within only 1-2 milliseconds
making this circuit a computationally powerful circuit unit.
One important computational role of FFI circuit is the regulation of the size of the
coincidence detection window. When two inputs are converging onto the same post-synaptic
cell, they must be close in time in order to have the resulting excitatory-post-synaptic potentials
(EPSPs) summate effectively for the target cell to cross the threshold for spiking (Pouille &
Scanziani, 2001). FFI narrows the width of an incoming EPSP (Turner, 1990). Therefore, in the
presence of FFI, the window of time for the two inputs to coincide becomes narrower than in the
absence of FFI (Pouille & Scanziani, 2001). Additionally, in the presence of two input stimuli,
FFI circuits are well-suited for order-selectivity computations (Goudar & Buonomano, 2015).
FFI circuits also play a critical role in processing of incoming spike bursts. Bursting
is a common spiking behavior of many principle neurons in the brain (Izhikevich, 2010). For
example, in the case of hippocampal circuit, spike bursts of pyramidal CA3 and CA1 neurons
serve to carry information about an animal’s position in the environment, known as place cell
discharges (Moser, Kropff, & Moser, 2008). In this case, the FFI circuit processing becomes
more complex as the short-term plasticity (STP) rapidly modulates properties of the synapses
involved. In the excitatory synapse, there is a facilitation during bursts increasing the synaptic
strength of the excitation. Whereas, in the inhibitory synapse, there is typically a depression in
the synaptic strength causing a decrease in the inhibition during bursts. These two coinciding
changes in gain, which amplitude is dependent on the frequency of the burst, create a simple
high-pass filter (Klyachko & Stevens, 2006) that causes the increase in the magnitude of the
EPSCs in the target neuron selectively at higher frequencies (Klyachko & Stevens, 2006).
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On a population level, the FFI circuit is computationally critical for the expansion of the
cortical dynamic range. Thus, for a stimulus of weak intensity, only a few cells will respond,
and it would take a very large stimulus to make the entire population of cells respond. In the
absence of FFI, the difference in stimulus intensity needed to go from few cells responding to all
the cells of the population responding is one fourth of the change needed in the presence of FFI
circuits (Frédéric Pouille, Marin-Burgin, Adesnik, Atallah, & Scanziani, 2009). Thus, the input
intensity can modulate the size of the population response with greater precision because of the
presence of FFI circuits.
The role of FFI is not limited to somatic computation. FFI is also important for
restricting the spread of depolarization within the dendritic tree (Willadt, Nenniger, & Vogt,
2013). This is critical for limiting the spatial integration of signals that occurs in the dendrites.
Although much is known about FFI circuits, there are many remaining questions.
Because each synapse within the circuit undergoes rapid dynamic changes, how these circuits
operate during complex natural circuit activity remains largely unexplored. Furthermore, there is
little understanding about changes in these circuits in disease states when the synaptic dynamics
and the balance of excitation and inhibition are abnormal.

1.2 Hippocampus
The hippocampus is a cortical brain structure. It is known for its critical role in learning,
memory, and navigation. Most of the early work of understanding the role and importance of
hippocampus comes from patient H.M. whose hippocampus was removed to prevent seizures
and from recordings of hippocampal place cells (Buzsáki & Moser, 2013).

3

1.2.1 Regions of the Hippocampus
The hippocampus is one of the oldest anatomical brain structures. It consists of three
distinct regions—cornu ammonis 1 (CA1), CA2, and CA3. The dentate gyrus (DG) is also often
included in the description of the hippocampus, however, it is technically apart of the
hippocampal formation and not the hippocampus proper (Anderson, Morris, Amaral, Bliss, &
O’Keefe, 2006). The CA1, CA2 and CA3 regions of the hippocampus all consist, like most of
cortex, of a dominate pyramidal cell layer which receives inputs from the adjacent regions and
from other brain structures. The surrounding layers of each region are then filled with critical
interneurons forming local circuits. The DG is a unique region of the hippocampus, made up
primarily of granule cells (Anderson et al., 2006). The CA3 region of the hippocampus is wellstudied and is unique because many CA3 pyramidal cells project onto other CA3 cells forming
associational connections (Anderson et al., 2006). The pyramidal cells in this region are also
known to be so called place cells that respond with elevated firing to specific locations in the
animal’s environment. The CA2 region of the hippocampus was largely ignored for many
years, but recently has been found to play a critical role specifically in social memory (Hitti &
Siegelbaum, 2014).
The CA1 region of hippocampus is the most studied. It is known to contain place cells.
The pyramidal cells in this region receive two distinct inputs from the tri-synaptic pathway
(described in detail below) and the perforant path input from the cortical layer 3 at the proximal
and distal dendrites respectively. Unlike CA3, the CA1 region has limited associational
connections (Anderson et al., 2006). It also makes projections out of the hippocampus proper to
the subiculum.

4

1.2.2 The Tri-Synaptic Pathway
The tri-synaptic pathway originates in layer II of the enthorhinal cortex. It innervates
the dentate gyrus, then CA3, and finally, the proximal dendrites of the CA1 pyramidal cells in
the stratum radiatum layer. It should also be noted that there are axons from CA3 that project to
the stratum oriens of the CA1 region (Anderson et al., 2006). This is a primarily uni-directional
pathway (Anderson et al., 2006). The portion of this pathway that connects the CA3 region to
the CA1 region is referred to as the Schaffer Collateral (SC) pathway. This pathway is thought
to play a role in the orthogonalization of incoming data, and thus, allows for the storage of
associations with minimal interference (Buzsáki & Moser, 2013).

1.2.3 The Perforant Path
The perforant path originates in the enthorhinal cortex. The fibers that branch off in
the CA1 region along what is known as the Temporoammonic (TA) pathway originate in layer
III of the enthorhinal cortex (Anderson et al., 2006). In CA1, the TA pathway synapses onto the
distal dendrites of the CA1 pyramidal cells in stratum lacunosum-moleculare layer. The
perforant path also continues on to synapse at the distal dendrites of the CA2 and CA3 pyramidal
cells. A study of mice where this pathway has been inhibited indicates that this pathway is
involved in the temporal association memory formation (Suh, Rivest, Nakashiba, Tominaga, &
Tonegawa, 2011).

1.3 Fragile X Syndrome
Neural circuit dysfunction is common feature of many neurodevelopmental disorders,
including autism spectrum disorders, Down Syndrome, and schizophrenia (Gibson, Bartley,
Hays, & Huber, 2008; Gonçalves, Anstey, Golshani, & Portera-Cailliau, 2013; Kleschevnikov et
al., 2012; Pollard et al., 2012). Among these, Fragile X Syndrome (FXS) is the most common
5

genetic cause of intellectual disability and autism. FXS is a chromosomal abnormality caused by
more than 200 repeats of the trinucleotide (CGG) in the 5’ untranslated region of the FMR1 gene
(Mailick et al., 2014). This mutation causes transcriptional silencing of the Fragile X Mental
Retardation Protein (FMRP). FMRP is known to be involved in RNA-binding, as a regulator of
protein synthesis, with downstream effects on synaptic development and plasticity (Mailick et
al., 2014). Despite extensive efforts, how loss of FMRP causes the multiple devastating
behavioral and intellectual disability symptoms is poorly understood. The primary tool for
studying FXS is the use of Fmr1 knock out (KO) mice that reproduce well the FXS phenotypes
at the structural, synaptic and circuit levels (Contractor, Klyachko, & Portera-Cailliau, 2015).

1.3.1 Previous Work on FXS
Much of the early work on FXS has focused on long-term changes in the post-synaptic
dendrites. In hippocampal and cortical synapses, some forms of long-term depression (LTD)
have been shown to be significantly enhanced in Fmr1 knock out mice (Bear, Huber, & Warren,
2004). LTD can be induced in multiple ways, including by the post-synaptic activation of
mGluRs, specifically, mGluR1 and mGluR5 (Bear et al., 2004). From this, the hypothesis arose,
known as mGluR theory of FXS that the use of mGluR antagonists could be used to reverse the
fragile X phenotypes (Bear et al., 2004). However, multiple recent clinical trials of different
mGluR antagonists failed to produce significant improvements in either adolescents or in adults
(Mullard, 2015).

1.3.2 Hyperexcitability in Fragile X Syndrome
Although much of the work on FXS has focused on changes seen in the hippocampus, it
is important to note that many other brain regions show significant changes in the disease state.
This includes the accumbens where in Fmr1 knock out mice changes in both structure and
6

function have been shown (Neuhofer et al., 2015). Also, in the amygdala, GABAergic synaptic
transmission is reduced in Fmr1 KO mice (Martin, Corbin, & Huntsman, 2014). In the auditory
brainstem, a decreased cell size and over-expression of vesicular GABA transporter protein
(VGAT) has been shown in Fmr1 KO mice (Rotschafer, Marshak, & Cramer, 2015).
Interestingly, there has been little consistency of changes between different brain regions.
However, by looking across these regions and the symptom of seizures that many FXS patients
suffer from, a general theme has started to emerge of a hyperexcitability that results from an
imbalance in excitation and inhibition in FXS circuits. Such hyperexcitability can be the result
of too much excitation or too little inhibition, or both. Yet the mechanisms underlying circuit
defects in FXS and excitation\inhibition imbalance remain poorly understood.
In the hippocampus, circuit hyperexcitability has also been described. Specifically, in the
SC pathway, excitatory synapses have been shown to have an elevated glutamate release during
high-frequency activity, and natural stimulation due to abnormally increased short-term
augmentation (Deng, Sojka, & Klyachko, 2011). This defect is caused by a reduced activity of
one type of K+ channels, called the large conductance calcium-activated (BK) channels (Deng et
al., 2013). The reduced activity of these BK channels leads to a prolonged action potential width
and an increased Ca2+ influx into the presynaptic terminal (Deng et al., 2013) leading in turn to
elevated glutamate release specifically during high-frequency bursts. Unlike excitation, defects
in inhibition has been studied to a much lesser degree in hippocampus of Fmr1 KO mice and
across brain regions. One study showed that in FXS patients, GABAA receptors are reduced
(D’Hulst et al., 2015). Additionally, the role of endocannabinoids at GABAergic synapses has
been indicated as a source of decreased inhibition in hippocampus (Tang & Alger, 2015).
Although, both excitation and inhibition have been studied independently in FXS, how the
7

imbalance between excitation and inhibition contributes to circuit defects in this disorder and the
resulting changes in the computational circuit operations remains largely unexplored.
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Chapter 2: GABAB Receptor-Mediated FeedForward Circuit Dysfunction in the Mouse
Model of Fragile X Syndrome
This chapter was co-written by Sarah Wahlstrom Helgren and Vitaly Klyachko. It was published
in the Journal of Physiology in 2015.

Circuit hyperexcitability has been implicated in neuropathology of Fragile X syndrome, the most
common inheritable cause of intellectual disability. Yet, how canonical unitary circuits are
affected in this disorder remains poorly understood. Here, we examined this question in the
context of the canonical feed-forward inhibitory circuit formed by the Temporoammonic (TA)
branch of the perforant path, the major cortical input to the hippocampus. TA feed-forward
circuits exhibited a marked increase in excitation/inhibition ratio and major functional defects in
spike modulation tasks in Fmr1 KO mice, a Fragile X mouse model. Changes in feed-forward
circuits were caused specifically by inhibitory, but not excitatory, synapse defects. TAassociated inhibitory synapses exhibited increase in paired-pulse ratio and in the coefficient of
variation of IPSPs, consistent with decreased GABA release probability. TA-associated
inhibitory synaptic transmission in Fmr1 KO mice was also more sensitive to inhibition of
GABAB receptors, suggesting an increase in presynaptic GABAB receptor (GABABR) signaling.
Indeed, the differences in inhibitory synaptic transmission between Fmr1 KO and WT mice were
eliminated by a GABABR antagonist. Inhibition of GABABRs or selective activation of
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presynaptic GABABRs also abolished the differences in the TA feed-forward circuit properties
between Fmr1 KO and WT mice. These GABABR-mediated defects were circuit-specific and
were not observed in the Schaffer collateral pathway-associated inhibitory synapses. Our results
suggest that the inhibitory synapse dysfunction in the cortical-hippocampal pathway of Fmr1 KO
mice causes hyperexcitability and feed-forward circuit defects, which are mediated in part by a
presynaptic GABABR-dependent reduction in GABA release.

2.1 Introduction
Loss of Fragile X mental retardation protein (FMRP) causes FXS, the leading genetic cause of
mental disability, often associated with autism and seizures. The common seizure phenotype in
FXS patients suggests a dysfunction in circuit excitability (Bassell and Warren, 2008), and many
recent studies have implicated excitatory/inhibitory (E/I) imbalance in the pathophysiology of
FXS (Paluszkiewicz et al., 2011). Circuit hyperexcitability has been observed in several brain
areas of Fmr1 KO mice, the mouse model of FXS, predominately at a network level (Gibson et
al., 2008; Goncalves et al., 2013) and studies over the last decade uncovered a host of synapticlevel deficits in FXS models (Bassell and Warren, 2008). Yet, a large gap between these two
levels of analysis limits further advances towards understanding and treatment of this disorder.
Specifically, how fundamental unitary neural circuits are affected in FXS has not been examined.
Recent studies have implicated inhibitory synapse abnormalities as an important contributor
to circuit excitability changes in FXS. Decreased excitatory drive onto inhibitory fast-spiking
interneurons was observed in the cortex of Fmr1 KO mice leading to a reduction in GABAergic
transmission (Gibson et al., 2008).

Consistent with these results, inhibitory synaptic

transmission in the amygdala was reduced by FMRP loss (Olmos-Serrano et al., 2010). In
contrast, evoked GABA release was unchanged in the subiculum (Curia et al., 2009), or even
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increased in the striatum of Fmr1 KO mice (Centonze et al., 2008). The direction and extent of
the inhibitory synapse dysfunction caused by loss of FMRP thus remain debatable, and the
mechanisms of circuit-level E/I imbalance in FXS remain incompletely understood.
Canonical feed-forward inhibitory (FFI) circuits provide a useful model system to study the
E/I balance, since activation of these circuits result in excitation rapidly followed by time-locked
inhibition (Pouille and Scanziani, 2001). FFI circuits represent the building blocks of higherlevel circuitry and are essential for many fundamental information-processing tasks (Ang et al.,
2005; Chittajallu et al., 2013; Dudman et al., 2007; Ferrante et al., 2009; Gabernet et al., 2005;
Han and Heinemann, 2013; Izumi and Zorumski, 2008; Klyachko and Stevens, 2006; Pouille and
Scanziani, 2001; Remondes and Schuman, 2004). Here, we examined the FFI circuit formed by
a major cortical input to the hippocampus, the Temporoammonic (TA) branch of the perforant
path. The CA1 region of the hippocampus integrates sensory inputs from the entorhinal cortex
through the tri-synaptic pathway and directly from the entorhinal cortex via the TA pathway.
These converging inputs to the hippocampus dynamically modulate each other via local
inhibitory circuits (Remondes and Schuman, 2002). The FFI circuit of the TA pathway has been
shown to be essential in a variety of tasks, including induction and modulation of many forms of
synaptic plasticity (Dudman et al., 2007; Han and Heinemann, 2013; Izumi and Zorumski, 2008),
maintenance of the hippocampal theta rhythm (Ang et al., 2005), and memory consolidation
(Remondes and Schuman, 2004).
Here, we found that feed-forward inhibition is markedly diminished in the TA pathway of
Fmr1 KO mice, leading to an E/I circuit imbalance and abnormal FFI circuit functioning. These
defects were associated specifically with the abnormalities in inhibitory, but not excitatory,
synapse function.

Our analyses are consistent with the predominate role of metabotropic
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GABAB receptors in these defects, particularly an enhanced presynaptic GABAB receptor
signaling in inhibitory synapses that suppresses GABA release in the absence of FMRP.
Abnormal GABAB receptor signaling and altered GABA release thus play a major role in FFI
circuit dysfunction in FXS.

2.2 Methods
Ethical Approval.

All animal procedures conformed to the National Institute of Health

guidelines and were approved by the Washington University Animal Studies Committee.
Animals and Slice Preparation. Fmr1 KO and WT control strain mice on FVB background were
obtained from Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). Both male and female 18- to 23-day-old
mice were used. Mice were fed ad libitum. Genotyping was performed according to the Jackson
Laboratory protocols. Age-matched controls were used; our previous studies found littermateand age-match controls to be indistinguishable in all measurements of both excitatory and
inhibitory synaptic function (Deng et al., 2011, 2013, Myrick et al., 2015).

Transverse

hippocampal brain slices (350µm) were prepared using a microtome (Leica, Germany) in icecold ACSF containing: 125mM NaCl, 25mM NaHCO3, 2.5mM KCl, 1.25mM NaH2PO4, 10mM
glucose, 0.5mM CaCl2, 4.0mM MgCl2. Slices were placed in a recovery chamber heated to
33°C for ~1hour, and then kept at room temperature (~23°C) until use.
Electrophysiology. All recordings were performed at 33-34°C in a bath solution containing the
following: 125 mM NaCl, 25mM NaHCO3, 2.50mM KCl, 1.25mM NaH2PO4, 10mM glucose,
2.0mM CaCl2, 1.0mM MgCl2, 50µM AP-5. Cell-attached or whole-cell recordings were made
from CA1 pyramidal neurons visually identified with differential interference contrast optics
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mounted on a Nikon E600N microscope and recorded using an Axopatch 200B amplifier
(Molecular Devices). Synaptic responses were evoked by an extracellular monopolar electrode
positioned on the TA branch of the perforant path in the hippocampal SLM layer. Care was
taken to ensure that this simulation lead to specific activation of the FFI circuits of the TA
pathway under our recording conditions: (i) an incision was made between the dentate gyrus and
the CA3 areas to prevent activation of the tri-synaptic pathway by the TA stimulation; (ii)
Analyses of the synaptic responses evoked in the same CA1 neuron by activation of the Schaffer
collateral (SC) or the TA pathways indicated that FFI response in the SC pathway was over an
order of magnitude smaller than the FFI response in the TA pathway under our recording
conditions (Fig. 2); (iii) Defects in inhibitory synaptic transmission in the hippocampus of Fmr1
KO mice were specific to inhibition evoked by the TA pathway stimulation, while inhibition
associated with the SC pathway activation was not significantly different from WT (Fig. 2.8) as
we reported previously (Deng et al., 2011); (iv) Excitatory component of the FFI circuit was
normal in the TA pathway of Fmr1 KO mice, while this component exhibited marked defects in
the SC pathway (Deng et al., 2011; Deng et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014). Our measurements of
the FFI circuit of the TA pathway therefore were not contaminated by significant SC activation.
The recording electrodes were filled with solution containing (in mM): 130 K-gluconate, 10
KCl, 0.5 EGTA, 2 MgCl2, 9 NaCl, 3 MgATP, 0.3 LiGTP, and 10 HEPES (pH 7.3). Custom
software written in LabView in conjunction with a National Instruments A/D board was used to
filter (at 2kHz) and digitize (at 20kHz) the signal. Because some heterogeneity exists in the CA1
pyramidal cell layer, additional care was taken to ensure that only recordings from pyramidal
cells were considered for analysis. Upon establishing of whole-cell recording, a 1-sec-long
depolarizing step was applied to evoke spiking. The frequency, height, width, hyperpolarization,
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and adaptation of evoked action potentials (APs) were analyzed to determine if the cells qualified
as pyramidal cells. In order to be considered a healthy pyramidal neuron, the APs must have
satisfied the following criteria: >80mV in height, <2.5ms in full width at half maximum
(FWHM), and have a spike frequency <50Hz. This analysis was performed in ~80% of all
recorded cells. Of the 108 cells tested, 15 were rejected from further analysis based on these
criteria. Accepted cells had an average AP height of 101.6±10.4mV, width of 1.12±0.19ms,
frequency of 20.83±7.85Hz (mean ± S.D). All measurements were repeated multiple times in
the same neuron with adequate recovery time between the trials. In addition, cells that had an
EPSP peak less than the RMS of the baseline noise were excluded from I/E ratio analysis only.
This was the case for 13 WT and 4 Fmr1 KO neurons.
For basal FFI circuit measurements, responses were averaged across 10-20 repetitions per
cell. The peak and time to peak of EPSP and IPSP components, and the FWHM of the EPSP
were determined.

In measurements of isolated excitatory responses, a traditional template

analysis was used for high-frequency train measurements as described (Deng et al., 2011).
Briefly, the template of baseline current was created by averaging of all baseline responses for a
given cell. The template was then scaled to the current peak value following each stimulus and
subtracted before the analysis of the sequential stimulus to remove contributions from
overlapping responses. In measurements of isolated inhibitory responses during spike trains, a
traditional template analysis on a train of stimuli could not be used because two components of
response, GABAAR- and GABABR-mediated, were present, each with independent dynamics.
Instead, a minimum potential from the baseline following each stimulus was calculated and
normalized to the average minimum value of the responses to single stimuli for the same cell.
For Yh:Yd measurements, Yh was measured as the amount of decay that occurs from the peak of
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excitation following a stimulus to the time just before the next stimulus occurs, while Yd was
determined as the peak of excitation relative to the resting potential following a stimulus.
To determine an inhibitory paired-pulse ratio (PPR), we measured the slope of the first
response from 20% to 80% of the peak. We then subtracted a scaled template created from the
single stimulus responses before examining the slope of the second IPSP. Three Fmr1 KO cells
were excluded from this analysis because they did not contain an early IPSP that was detectable
above the noise. Slope was chosen for this analysis to minimize the contribution of the late
GABABR-dependent component, which does not reflect presynaptic changes.
Spike modulation experiments.

Spike modulation measurements were performed in a cell-

attached configuration. Bath solution was the same as above for whole-cell measurements; and
was also used to fill the recording electrodes. SC stimulation intensity was determined by
performing 30-50 single stimuli trials at 0.1Hz to evoke a spike in 10% of the trials (for spike
enhancement experiments) or 90% of the trials (for spike blocking experiments). TA pathway
was stimulated with a train of 10 spikes at 100Hz; the TA stimulus intensity was set to be below
the threshold for evoking a spike in the target CA neuron by the TA pathway train alone, but
strong enough to alter the SC evoked response when the two pathways were activated
simultaneously. This effectively limits the intensity of TA stimulation to a narrow range. We
note that these stimulation paradigms were designed to minimize slice-to-slice variability in
setting stimulation intensity of the TA pathway, since no independent normalization factor for
TA stimulus intensity could be used in these experiments. Indeed we ensured that no significant
bias in setting stimulus intensity was present in our measurements by performing both spike
enhancement and blocking experiments in the same slices in the majority of experiments. While
SC intensity was adjusted accordingly, the TA stimulation intensity remained unaltered for the
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spike enhancement and blocking experiments performed in the same cell. The opposite direction
of changes in Fmr1 KO mice in spike enhancement and spike blocking measurements (increase
in spike enhancement, decrease in spike blocking) argues against a significant systematic bias in
TA stimulus intensity because such bias would be expected to cause changes in the same
direction in both measurements. We note that fEPSP cannot be used in these measurements as a
normalization factor because it is intrinsically different in Fmr1 KO and WT mice. The same
TA stimulus intensity evokes larger fEPSP in Fmr1 KO than WT animals because of reduced
inhibition.

Using the fEPSP as a normalization factor would therefore artificially remove

differences between genotypes rather than provide a proper normalization for stimulus intensity.
The same argument holds for the SC-pathway, except in this case fEPSP is larger in Fmr1 KO
mice for the same stimulus intensity because excitatory transmission is abnormally enhanced as
we found previously (Deng et al., 2011, 2013).
Statistical Analysis. All statistical analyses were performed using MatLab. A non-parametric,
two-sided, Wilcoxon rank sum test (also known as Mann-Whitney U test) was employed to
compare between groups. Significance was assumed for p<0.05 (noted by *), values of p<0.01
and p<0.001 were noted by ** and *** respectively. The values expressed are mean ± S.E.M.

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Baseline feed-forward inhibition is diminished in Fmr1 KO mice
Abnormal circuit excitability has been described in Fmr1 KO mice, predominately at a network
level (Gibson et al., 2008; Goncalves et al., 2013), while the basic FFI circuits have not yet been
examined. Therefore, we first examined whether the loss of FMRP affects the E/I balance in the
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FFI circuit formed by the TA pathway, the major cortical input to the hippocampus. CA1
pyramidal neurons were current-clamped in whole-cell configuration and the activity in the FFI
circuit was induced by a stimulus electrode placed on the TA pathway in the SLM layer
(schematic in Fig. 2.1A). We note that this stimulation did not activate a measurable FFI
response of the SC pathway under conditions of our recordings (Fig. 2.2 and see Methods for
details) and therefore activated the FFI circuit of the TA pathway in a selective manner. To
study the E/I balance we began by examining post-synaptic responses to a single stimulus of the
TA pathway (Fig. 2.1B), which resulted in a canonical EPSP/IPSP sequence typical of an FFI
circuit (Pouille and Scanziani, 2001; Remondes and Schuman, 2002). We found that the ratio of
EPSP/IPSP peak values was markedly increased in this FFI circuit in Fmr1 KO relative to WT
mice (Fig. 2.1C, WT: 0.41 ± 0.61, n = 34; KO: 2.78 ± 0.18, n = 42; p = 0.009, Mann-Whitney U
test, here and throughout). To make sure that these changes were not due to small apparent IPSP
peak values in Fmr1 KO mice, we also quantified the inverse, IPSP/EPSP ratio and found it to be
significant reduced in Fmr1 KO relative to WT mice (Fig. 2.1D, WT: 1.49 ± 0.16, n = 34; KO:
0.76 ± 0.07, n = 42; p = 0.03). EPSP duration was also significantly prolonged in the Fmr1 KO
neurons (Fig. 2.1E, full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) in WT: 19.3 ± 0.86 ms, in KO: 24.0 ±
0.65 ms, p = 0.02), consistent with reduced FFI (Pouille and Scanziani, 2001). No significant
changes were observed in the time to peak of EPSP (p = 0.24) or IPSP (p = 0.66) (Fig. 2.1F,G).
These results indicate that the E/I balance in the FFI circuit of the TA pathway is abnormally
increased in the Fmr1 KO mice.
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Figure 2.1 Abnormal E/I balance in the cortico-hippocampal feed-forward circuit of Fmr1 KO mice
A. Schematic of stimulation protocol. Abbreviations denote hippocampal layers.
B. Average traces of the FFI circuit response to a single TA stimulus in WT (black) or Fmr1 KO (red) mice. Traces
are normalized to the peak of the excitatory response in each condition. n = 34(WT), 42(KO). Stimulus artifacts
have been removed (here and throughout) for clarity.
C. Effect of FMRP loss on E/I ratio measured as a ratio of peak EPSP to peak IPSP in (B).
D. Effect of FMRP loss on I/E ratio measured as a ratio of peak IPSP to peak EPSP in (B).
E. Effect of FMRP loss on full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the EPSP in (B).
F, G. Effect of FMRP loss on the time to peak of EPSP (F) and IPSP (G) in (B).
**p<0.01, *p<0.05, ns – not significant.
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A. Schematic of stimulation protocol. Abbreviations denote hippocampal layers. FFI circuit responses to either SC
or TA stimulus were recorded in the same CA1 neuron.
B. Average traces of the FFI circuit response to a single SC or TA stimulus. Traces are normalized to the peak of
the excitatory response in each condition. Both responses are recorded in the same set of cells. n = 6.
C. Differences in pathway responses in I/E ratio measured as a ratio of peak IPSP to peak EPSP in (B).
D. Differences in pathway responses for the timing of peak of the EPSP in (B).
E. Differences in pathway responses for the timing of peak of the IPSP in (B).
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2.3.2 Feed-forward inhibitory circuit dynamics are abnormal in Fmr1 KO
mice
Next, we examined how the altered E/I balance affects the dynamics of feed-forward inhibition
during high-frequency stimulus trains. Responses to three different stimulus frequencies—5Hz,
25Hz, and 40Hz—were examined (Fig. 2.3). Analysis of these data is complicated by the
response waveform consisting of both excitatory and inhibitory components, each with
independent dynamic changes throughout the train, and by the complex overlap of excitatory and
inhibitory responses evoked by subsequent stimuli. Consequently, normalization to averaged
baseline responses, which is typically used in such measurements to control for slice-to-slice
stimulus variability (Klyachko and Stevens, 2006), is not applicable for these FFI measurements.
To overcome this obstacle and still account for the stimulus intensity, we devised a different
measure represented by the ratio of hyperpolarizing component (Yh) of the response to the
depolarizing component of the response (Yd, relative to resting potential) following each
stimulus (Fig. 2.3G). Analysis of FFI circuit responses recorded with and without the inhibitory
component demonstrates that this measure robustly reflects the contribution of inhibition rather
than the decay of EPSP (Fig. 2.4). This measure can be interpreted to represent a relative
contribution of inhibition to the overall level of excitation in the FFI circuit during trains. We
found that the Yh:Yd ratio was significantly reduced throughout the train in Fmr1 KO relative to
WT mice at two higher train frequencies (Fig. 2.3D-F; quantified in Fig. 3H; 5Hz: n = 7(WT),
8(KO), p = 0.95, 25Hz: n = 20(WT), 26(KO), p = 0.02; 40Hz: n = 16(WT), 19(KO), p = 0.03).
These results indicate that the E/I balance and FFI circuit dynamics are abnormal during highfrequency trains in the TA pathway of Fmr1 KO mice.
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Figure 2.3 Abnormal E/I balance in the cortico-hippocampal feed-forward circuit of Fmr1 KO mice during
stimulus trains
A-C. Sample traces of FFI responses to 5Hz, 25Hz, and 40Hz, respectively. For visual comparison of dynamic
changes during the trains, traces were normalized to the peak of the first response in the train, averaged across cells
and then scaled to match the peak of the first response between WT and Fmr1 KO. Boxed portion of 25Hz traces
denotes areas enlarged in (G). Traces below show the representative examples of first several responses during
trains in each condition.
D-F. Yh:Yd ratio was calculated for each stimulus in the 5Hz, 25Hz, and 40Hz trains, respectively. n = 7(WT 5Hz),
8(KO 5Hz), 20(WT 25Hz), 26(KO 25Hz), 24(WT 40Hz), 22(KO 40Hz).
G. Schematic of the Yh:Yd ratio analysis.
H. Summary of average Yh:Yd ratios during 5Hz, 25Hz and 40Hz trains.
**p<0.01, *p<0.05, ns – not significant.
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Figure 2.4 Yh:Yd ratio is a robust measure for the contribution of inhibition
A, B. Average traces of FFI responses to 25Hz stimulus, in WT and Fmr1 KO mice, recorded with and without
inhibition (+ Gabazine (5µM) and CGP55845 (2µM)) respectively. For visual comparison of dynamic changes
during the trains, traces were normalized to the peak of the first response in the train, averaged across cells and then
scaled to match the peak of the first response between WT and Fmr1 KO. Boxed portion of 25Hz traces denotes
areas enlarged in bottom traces for the KO trace. Schematic of the Yh:Yd ratios during 25Hz train for Excitation &
Inhibition and Excitation Only, respectively are shown on the bottom panels. Panel A represents the same data as in
Fig 2B. n = 20 (WT Excitation & Inhibition), 26 (KO Excitation & Inhibition), 7 (WT Excitation Only), 8 (KO
Excitation Only).
C. Average Yh:Yd ratio for each stimulus in the 25Hz stimulus train with and without inhibition in WT.
D, E. Summary of average Yh:Yd ratios during 25Hz trains across all stimuli for WT and Fmr1 KO mice. We note
that Yh:Yd ratios represent predominately contribution of inhibition (excitation and inhibition) rather than the decay
of EPSP (excitation only).
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2.3.3 Defective spike modulation by the feed-forward circuits of Fmr1 KO
mice
What are functional consequences of these abnormalities to the operations performed by FFI
circuits?

To approach this question, we used the spike modulation paradigm previously

described by Remondes and Shuman, 2002, as it is known to be dependent on the FFI circuits.
These studies have demonstrated that the converging inputs to the CA1 area of the
hippocampus—the tri-synaptic pathway via Schaffer collaterals (SC) and the direct cortical input
via the TA pathway—dynamically modulate each other via local FFI circuits. Single activation
of the SC pathway, which alone is not capable of producing a spike in a postsynaptic neuron, has
an enhanced ability to evoke a spike if it occurs coincidently with a train of stimuli in the TA
pathway. Conversely, the ability of the SC pathway to evoke a spike is inhibited then SC
activation follows the train of stimuli in the TA pathway within ~300ms. Both of these spike
modulation functions depend on FFI circuits (Remondes and Schuman, 2002). Therefore, we
tested whether these spike enhancing/blocking functions are affected in Fmr1 KO mice. Spiking
in the target CA1 neurons was recorded in a cell-attached mode while stimulating the SC
pathway and the TA pathway with corresponding activity patterns (schematic in Fig. 2.5A). For
the spike enhancement experiment, the SC pathway was stimulated with a single stimulus that
alone was capable of producing a spike in the postsynaptic cell only 10% of the time, while the
TA pathway was stimulated coincidently by a train of 10 stimuli at 100Hz (Fig. 2.5B). The
probability of spike occurring was then measured at various time intervals (0 to 80ms) between
the beginning of the stimulus train at the TA pathway and the single stimulus at the SC pathway
(Fig. 2.5D). For the spike-blocking experiment, the SC pathway was stimulated at an intensity
that evoked a postsynaptic spike 90% of the time (Fig. 2.5C). The probability that activation of
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the TA pathway would block the occurrence of that spike was then measured at various time
intervals following the TA pathway stimulus train (Fig. 2.5E). The Fmr1 KO mice exhibited an
increase in spike enhancement (Fig. 2.5D) and decease in spike blocking (Fig. 2.5E), consistent
with the reduced FFI inhibition. The E/I imbalance thus has major implications to the spike
modulation operations performed by the FFI circuits in Fmr1 KO mice.
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Figure 2.5 Abnormal spike modulation by the feed-forward circuits in Fmr1 KO mice
A. Schematic of experimental set-up (SC - Schaffer collateral pathway, TA – Temporoammonic pathway).
B. Top: Schematic of a stimulation paradigm for heterosynaptic spike enhancement. The value t represents the time
between the first TA pathway stimulus and the SC stimulus. Bottom: Overlay of 10 trails for a WT (black) and a
Fmr1 KO (red) neuron.
C. Same as (B) for spike blocking paradigm.
D. Spike enhancement as a function of time between the first stimulus of the TA pathway train (10 stimuli at 100Hz)
and the single stimulus in SC pathway. n = 4 – 9 independent measurements per time point.
E. Same as (D) for spike blocking paradigm. t represents the time from the first stimulus of the TA pathway train to
the stimulus in the SC pathway. Because the TA stimulus train is 90ms long, the first time point (t = 100) is at 10ms
after the last TA pathway stimulation. n = 4 – 9 independent measurements per time point.
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2.3.4 Excitatory synapse function is maintained in the TA pathway of Fmr1
KO mice
The observed abnormalities in E/I balance and FFI circuit properties could arise form
changes in excitatory synapse function, inhibitory synapse function or both. To determine
whether changes at the excitatory cortico-hippocampal TA pathway synapses were contributing
to the FFI circuit defects, we pharmacologically isolated the excitatory component of the TA
pathway input using Gabazine (5µM) and CGP55845 (2µM) to block GABAA and GABAB
receptors, respectively. In the absence of inhibition, the EPSPs evoked in CA1 neurons by single
TA pathway stimulation were indistinguishable in Fmr1 KO and WT controls, both in terms of
their width (Fig. 2.6A,B, WT: 24.0 ± 0.9ms, n = 7; KO: 21.2 ± 1.6ms, n = 6, p = 0.44) and
timing of the peak (Fig. 2.6C, WT: 17.1 ± 0.8ms, KO: 18.6 ± 0.5ms, p = 0.44).
To further assess changes in excitatory synaptic transmission of the TA pathway input, we
examined the short-term dynamics of the excitatory responses during high-frequency trains of 580Hz in voltage-clamped CA1 neurons of Fmr1 KO and WT mice. For each stimulus frequency,
we also calculated the paired-pulse ratio (PPR) by dividing the magnitude of the second EPSC of
the train by the magnitude of the first EPSC of the train. We found no significant differences in
the short-term dynamics of excitatory responses (Fig. 2.6E-G) or the PPR (Fig. 2.6D) between
Fmr1 KO and WT mice for any of the tested frequencies. Together these results indicate that the
excitatory synaptic transmission at the TA pathway synapses is maintained in Fmr1 KO mice.
We note that this is in contrast to hippocampal CA3 and Layer 5 cortical excitatory neurons in
which we previously found major presynaptic defects leading to abnormally elevated glutamate
release during high-frequency trains (Deng et al., 2013; Deng et al., 2011; Myrick et al., 2015).
This heterogeneity in synaptic defects caused by FMRP loss in different or even the same brain
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areas is not surprising and has been documented in numerous previous studies of both excitatory
and inhibitory synapses (Centonze et al., 2008; Curia et al., 2009; Olmos-Serrano et al., 2010;
Patel et al., 2013; Patel et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014a).
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Figure 2.6. Excitatory synaptic transmission is normal in the TA pathway of Fmr1 KO mice
A. Average trace of whole-cell EPSP evoked by a single stimulus in WT and Fmr1 KO mice normalized to their
peak values. n = 7(WT), 6(KO).
B. FWHM of average EPSP in (A).
C. Time to peak of EPSP in (A).
D. PPR measured at different time intervals. Sample traces shown on top. n = 8 -- 11 independent measurements
per time point for each WT and Fmr1 KO.
E. Traces of responses to 150 stimuli train at 40Hz recorded in voltage-clamp (Vhold = -60mV). Traces represent an
average across cells and are low-pass median filtered for presentation only. n = 9(WT), 10(KO). We note that one
WT cell was excluded from the average trace shown (for presentation only), because of a large recording artifact in
the middle of the train.
F. Excitatory synaptic dynamics during 150 stimuli 40Hz trains recorded in voltage-clamp (shown in E). Peak
EPSC values during the train were normalized to the averaged baseline EPSC preceding each train. n = 10(WT),
10(KO).
G. Maximal EPSC gain during the trains for various stimulus frequencies. n = 8 -- 11 independent measurements
per frequency for each WT and Fmr1 KO.
ns – not significant.
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2.3.5 Altered GABA release in TA-associated inhibitory hippocampal
synapses is mediated by GABAB receptor dysfunction in Fmr1 KO mice
The TA pathway fibers form excitatory synapses on CA1 pyramidal cells and also directly
activate interneurons with the soma in the stratum lacunosum moleculare (SLM), which in turn
project to CA1 pyramidal cells to form unitary FFI circuits (Empson and Heinemann, 1995b;
Remondes and Schuman, 2002). The SLM layer of the hippocampus in the vicinity of the TA
pathway contains the axons of many interneurons that participate in the TA feed-forward
inhibition (Price et al., 2008). Therefore, we next examined properties of inhibitory synaptic
inputs to the CA1 pyramidal neurons in the SLM layer. Excitation was blocked using APV
(50µM) and DNQX (10µM) in the bath solution; the resulting IPSP evoked by a single TA
pathway stimulus had a complex waveform that consisted of an early, predominately GABAA
receptor (GABAAR)-mediated potential followed by a late GABAB receptor (GABABR)mediated potential (Empson and Heinemann, 1995a). To examine these components separately,
we recorded IPSPs evoked by a single TA stimulus before and after adding a selective GABABR
antagonist CGP55845 (2µM) in the same cell. The data was then normalized to the peak of the
early IPSP to account for variations in stimulus intensity between slices (for analysis of the late
IPSP component see Fig. 9C,D and text below). Blocking GABABRs caused an increase in the
early IPSP (Fig. 7A), likely because this treatment alleviated the inhibitory influence of
presynaptic GABABRs on GABA release probability, in agreement with previous studies
(Chalifoux and Carter, 2011). Most importantly, we observed that the IPSP increase in the
presence of GABABR antagonist was significantly larger in Fmr1 KO than in the WT mice (Fig.
2.7B, WT: 1.24 ± 0.03, n = 9; KO: 1.50 ± 0.02 n = 6, p = 0.04) suggesting an excessive GABABR signaling in these inhibitory synapses of Fmr1 KO mice. We note that although GABABR
antagonist inhibits both pre- and postsynaptic GABABRs, blocking postsynaptic GABABRs
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cannot increase an early IPSP in these recordings. These results suggest that GABABR-mediated
inhibition of GABA release is abnormally elevated in Fmr1 KO mice.
To further examine changes in GABA release probability, we used PPR measurements. We
found a shift from paired-pulse depression to facilitation in Fmr1 KO compared to WT mice
(Fig. 2.7C, WT: 0.83 ± 0.05, n =17; KO: 2.11 ± 0.43, n = 13; p = 0.04), consistent with reduced
GABA release probability (Deng and Klyachko, 2011). This difference in the PPR between
Fmr1 KO and WT mice was eliminated by GABABR antagonist CGP55845 (Fig. 2.7C, WT:
0.91 ± 0.05, n = 9; KO: 1.22 ± 0.15, n = 6; p = 0.45), further supporting the role of presynaptic
GABABRs in this defect.
To further examine the origins of the above GABAergic transmission defects, we measured
the coefficient of variation (CV) of IPSPs, which has been previously shown to represent a
measure specifically of presynaptic function (Fitzjohn et al., 2001; Kullmann, 1994; Wang et al.,
2014b). CV of the early IPSP component was significantly increased in Fmr1 KO relative to
WT mice (Fig. 2.7D, WT: 0.20 ± 0.02, n = 9; KO: 0.37 ± 0.04, n = 6; p = 0.03), consistent with
the presynaptic origin of the IPSP changes. These differences in CV were eliminated by the
application of the GABABR antagonist in the same cells (Fig. 2.7D, WT: 0.19 ± 0.01, n = 9; KO:
0.23 ± 0.02, n = 6; p = 0.68), supporting the role of presynaptic GABABRs in these changes.
We sought to corroborate these findings by examining the short-term dynamics of the
inhibitory synapses during trains of stimuli (80 stimuli at 25Hz) without and with the GABABR
antagonist. As expected from the above results, the short-term dynamics in the Fmr1 KO mice
deviated qualitatively from that in WT mice with a strongly increased facilitation at the
beginning of the train (Fig. 2.7E). As in the above experiments, these differences were also
eliminated by the GABABR antagonist (Fig. 2.7E).
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Dysfunction of TA-associated inhibitory synapses in Fmr1 KO mice is GABAB receptor

A. Average IPSP evoked by a single TA stimulation before and after bath application of GABABR antagonist
CGP55845 (2µM). Excitation was blocked with CNQX (10 µM) and APV (50µM) in all experiments shown in AE. n = 9(WT), 6(KO). CGP – CGP55845 (here and below).
B. Ratio of average IPSP magnitude recorded after/before application of CGP55845. n = 9(WT), 6(KO).
C. PPR determined at 40ms interval based on IPSP slopes in the presence (n = 9(WT), 6(KO)) /absence(n =
17(WT), 13(KO)) of CGP55845.
D. CV determined in the presence/absence of CGP55845. n = 9(WT), 6(KO).
E. Average inhibitory responses during 25Hz trains, in the absence (n = 17(WT), 13(KO))/presence(n = 9(WT),
6(KO)) of CGP55845) normalized to an average baseline response for each condition.
*p<0.05, ns – not significant
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We further examined whether these GABABR-mediated abnormalities are specific to the
inhibitory synapses in the SLM layer, or if similar abnormalities are also present in inhibitory
synapses in the stratum radiatum (SR) that contains the axons of many interneurons that
participate in feed-forward inhibition of the SC pathway. Inhibitory synaptic transmission was
evoked in the CA1 neurons by SR stimulation in the presence of APV (50µM) and DNQX
(10µM) in the bath solution. In contrast with the SLM stimulation described above, we observed
no significant differences between Fmr1 KO and WT animals in any of the measurements of
presynaptic function (Fig 2.8B-D), in agreement with our earlier studies (Deng et al., 2011).
Moreover, we did not observe measurable effects of GABABR antagonist in either WT or Fmr1
KO animals in any of presynaptic measurements performed (Fig. 2.8B-D), indicating that the
inhibitory synapses in the SR do not contain significant presynaptic GABABR –mediated
activity.
Taken together these results suggest that GABA release at inhibitory SLM synapses on CA1
neurons is reduced in Fmr1 KO mice in a selective manner. Our results are consistent with the
major role of presynaptic GABABRs in this defect, which we investigate further below.
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Figure 2.8. SC-associated inhibitory hippocampal synapses in stratum radiatum do not exhibit presynaptic
or GABABR-dependent abnormalities in Fmr1 KO mice.
A. Average IPSP evoked in CA1 pyramidal neurons by a single stimulation in SR before and after bath application
of GABABR antagonist CGP55845 (2µM). Recordings were performed at -45mV. Excitation was blocked with
CNQX (10 µM) and APV (50µM) in all experiments shown in A-D. n = 6(WT), 6(KO). CGP – CGP55845 (here
and below).
B. Ratio of average IPSP magnitude recorded after/before application of CGP55845. n = 6(WT), 6(KO).
C. PPR was determined at 40ms interval based on IPSP slopes in the presence/absence of CGP55845. n = 6(WT),
6(KO).
D. Analysis of short-term dynamics during 25Hz, 80 stimuli trains. Peak values during the train were determined as
an average of responses 10 to 15 (around the point where the train responses reach maximum value). n = 6(WT),
6(KO).
ns – not significant
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2.3.6 Presynaptic GABAB-receptor dysfunction plays a major role in
abnormal feed-forward inhibition in the TA pathway of Fmr1 KO mice
The above results point to GABABR signaling defects as a major cause of abnormal
inhibitory synapse function in the TA pathway of Fmr1 KO mice. SLM inhibitory fibers
activated by TA pathway stimulation in the above experiments may not, however, fully represent
the population of interneurons involved in FFI. Therefore, we examined the role of GABABR
signaling in the abnormalities of the intact FFI circuit of the TA pathway. The FFI circuit
activity was evoked and recorded as described above (Fig. 2.1) using both single stimuli and
high-frequency trains. We found that differences between Fmr1 KO and WT mice were no
longer significant in the presence of GABABR antagonist for both the I/E ratio measured for a
single stimulus (Fig. 2.9A, n = 7(WT), 5(KO), p = 0.26) and for the average Yh:Yd ratio during
the trains (Fig. 2.9B, n = 9(WT), 6(KO), p = 0.61).
Additionally, we examined the changes in the late component of inhibition by
quantifying the inhibition levels at the peak of the late component (150ms after the stimulus),
both with and without the GABABR antagonist. Similarly to the early component of inhibition
examined above, we found significant differences in the E/I ratio for the late component of
inhibition between Fmr1 KO and WT mice evoked by a single TA stimulation (Fig. 2.9C, p =
0.01). As in the above experiments, these differences were minimized by the addition of the
GABABR antagonist (Fig. 2.9C, p = 0.053). In this case, there were no Fmr1 KO neurons that
had measurable amounts of the late component of inhibition remaining after the addition of the
GABABR antagonist.

Similar results were obtained for the late component of inhibition

following the last stimulus of the train, which was significantly different between Fmr1 KO and
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WT mice (Fig. 2.9D, p = 0.04), and these differences were also eliminated by the GABABR
antagonist (Fig. 2.9D, p = 0.69).
Together, these results indicate that GABABR signaling defects is a major cause of
abnormal E/I balance in the intact FFI circuit of Fmr1 KO mice.
Because the early component of inhibition is mediated predominately by GABAARs, the
GABABR-dependent changes in this early component of inhibition in Fmr1 KO mice reflect the
role of presynaptic GABABRs in controlling GABA release, but not the changes in postsynaptic
GABABRs properties. Changes in the late component of inhibition, on the other hand, could
arise either from altered GABA release onto normal postsynaptic GABABRs, from altered
postsynaptic GABABR properties, or both. GABABR subunits are differentially expressed at
pre- and postsynaptic compartments (Guetg et al., 2009; Perez-Garci et al., 2006). Although no
antagonists specifically targeting pre- or postsynaptic GABABRs have been described thus far,
earlier studies have shown that low concentrations (<1µM) of baclofen preferentially activate the
pre-synaptic GABABRs (Cruz et al., 2004; Guetg et al., 2009). Therefore, to determine if the E/I
imbalance phenotype observed in Fmr1 KO mice could be reproduced in the WT FFI circuit by
selective activation of the presynaptic GABABRs, we used low concentrations of baclofen
(0.5µM) applied to the bath. I/E circuit measurements were performed as described above. We
found that application of low concentrations of baclofen in WT mice fully mimicked the
abnormalities in I/E ratio evoked by a single stimulus in Fmr1 KO mice both for early and late
components of inhibition (Fig. 2.9A,C; I/E ratio measured at peak; WT+baclofen: 0.68 ± 0.11, n
= 9; KO: 0.76 ± 0.05, n = 42, p = 0.99; I/E ratio for the late component of inhibition measured
150ms after the stimulus: WT+baclofen: 0.35 ± 0.07, n = 9; KO: 0.50 ± 0.05, n = 42, p = 0.45).
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Additionally, application of low concentrations of baclofen in WT mice eliminated differences
with Fmr1 KO mice in average Yh:Yd ratio during the trains (Fig. 2.9B, WT+baclofen:
0.61±0.04, n = 12; KO: 0.50 ± 0.03 n = 22, p = 0.15), and in the late component of inhibition
measured 150ms after the end of the train (Fig. 2.9D, WT+baclofen: 0.04 ± 0.01, n = 12; KO:
0.09 ± 0.01 n = 22, p = 0.37). Therefore, our results show that either blocking all GABABRs or
preferentially activating presynaptic GABABRs in WT neurons largely eliminate differences in
E/I circuit imbalance in the intact FFI circuit between Fmr1 KO and WT mice. Taken together,
these results indicate that GABABR abnormalities play a critical role in FFI circuit dysfunction in
the TA pathway of Fmr1 KO mice, with a major contribution from presynaptic GABABR
defects.
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Figure 2.9. E/I imbalance in the FFI circuit of Fmr1 KO mice is GABAB receptor dependent.
A. Ratio of IPSP to EPSP (inhibition measured at peak) for a baseline response evoked by a single stimulus in the
intact FFI circuit of the TA pathway under specified conditions. (CGP – CGP55845, bac – baclofen). n = 34(WT),
42(KO), 7(WT+CGP), 5(KO+CGP), 9(WT+bac).
B. Average Yh:Yd ratio measured in the intact FFI circuit during a 40 stimuli 40Hz train under specified conditions.
n = 24(WT), 22(KO), 9(WT+CGP), 6(KO+CGP), 12(WT+bac).
C. Ratio of IPSP to EPSP for the late component of inhibition (measured 150ms after the stimulus) for a baseline
response evoked by a single stimulus in the intact FFI circuit of the TA pathway under specified conditions. n =
34(WT), 42(KO), 7(WT+CGP), 5(KO+CGP), 9(WT+bac).
D. Ratio of IPSP to EPSP for the late component of inhibition (measured 150ms after the stimulus) determined in
the intact FFI circuit following the last stimulus in the 40 stimuli, 40Hz train under specified conditions. n =
24(WT), 22(KO), 9(WT+CGP), 6(KO+CGP), 12(WT+bac).
*p<0.05, ns – not significant
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2.4 Discussion
While the dysfunction of the GABAergic system is well documented in FXS models, the
underlying mechanisms and implications to circuit operations remain to be elucidated (Braat and
Kooy, 2014). In the present study, we identified a major defect in the properties and function of
a canonical FFI circuit formed by the cortico-hippocampal TA pathway in Fmr1 KO mice. The
observed marked E/I imbalance in the FFI circuit resulted specifically from reduced TA
inhibition in the Fmr1 KO mice, while the excitatory component of this circuit remained
unaffected by FMRP loss. GABAA-Rs and GABAB-Rs mediate two main components of the
GABAergic synaptic transmission, the early and late respectively.

Several studies have

implicated inhibitory synapse defects in the circuit hyperexcitability in FXS, but thus far,
inhibitory synapse dysfunction has been largely attributed to the GABAA-R-mediated
abnormalities (Centonze et al., 2008; Curia et al., 2009; D'Hulst et al., 2006; Gantois et al., 2006;
Martin et al., 2014; Olmos-Serrano et al., 2010; Paluszkiewicz et al., 2011). While GABAA-Rs
support rapid GABAergic synaptic transmission, GABAB-Rs are metabotropic G protein-coupled
receptors that are found both pre- and postsynaptically throughout the brain, where they provide
powerful modulatory control of many aspects of synaptic function (Chalifoux and Carter, 2011).
Whether GABAB-R signaling is also affected by FMRP loss and whether it contributes to circuit
deficits in FXS remains largely unexplored.
Our results suggest that the E/I imbalance and abnormal FFI circuit properties in the TA
pathway of Fmr1 KO mice are mediated by a GABAB-R dysfunction, with a major contribution
from presynaptic GABAB-R-dependent reduction in GABA release. This model is supported by
four lines of evidence.

First, in inhibitory TA-associated synapses, the early, GABAAR44

mediated component of IPSP is more sensitive to inhibition of GABAB-Rs in Fmr1 KO mice,
suggesting excessive GABAB-R activation or downstream signaling.

While GABAB-R

antagonist inhibits both pre- and postsynaptic receptors, the increase in early IPSP produced by
the antagonist cannot be caused by inhibition of postsynaptic GABAB-Rs, which can only have
an opposite effect on IPSP amplitude. Second, TA-associated inhibitory synapses in Fmr1 KO
mice have altered PPR, CV, and short-term dynamics which are all widely believed to reflect
changes in presynaptic release probability (Fitzjohn et al., 2001; Kullmann, 1994; Rotman et al,
2011; Wang et al., 2014b), and these defects are also corrected by inhibition of GABAB-Rs.
Third, differences between Fmr1 KO and WT mice in the E/I balance measured in the intact FFI
circuit were eliminated by GABAB-Rs inhibition or by preferential activation of presynaptic
GABAB-Rs with low concentrations of baclofen in WT mice. The mimicking effect of low
baclofen concentrations in WT mice suggests that when the post-synaptic components are largely
unaltered, a selective change in GABA release probability could account for the major defects in
the E/I circuit balance in the TA pathway of Fmr1 KO mice. Finally, the observation that
preferential activation of presynaptic GABAB-Rs eliminated differences between Fmr1 KO and
WT mice in the late component of inhibition, suggests that the postsynaptic GABAB-Rs are not
strongly affected in this circuit in Fmr1 KO mice. The similar and seemingly contradictory
effects of GABAB-Rs agonist and antagonist may be understood by considering that GABAB-R
antagonist has a dual effect, acting on both pre- and postsynaptic receptors. Consequently, it
relieves presynaptic GABAB-R-dependent inhibition of GABA release thereby eliminating the
differences between Fmr1 KO and WT mice, but also acting postsynaptically to reduce GABAevoked inhibition in postsynaptic neurons. Hence, the overall effect of the GABAB-R antagonist
is reduction in FFI inhibition in WT and Fmr1 KOs to the same levels. Preferential activation of
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presynaptic GABAB-Rs with low concentrations of baclofen also reduces FFI levels, but does so
by preferentially inhibiting presynaptic GABA release without strongly affecting the
postsynaptic receptors. Altogether, these results support the major role of abnormal presynaptic
GABAB-R signaling in reduced GABA release and E/I imbalance in the TA pathway of Fmr1
KO mice.
Our results do not exclude other mechanisms besides altered presynaptic GABAB-R
properties that may contribute to the inhibitory synapse defects in Fmr1 KO mice. GABAB-Rs
act via G-protein activation on a large number of different downstream targets including voltagedependent K+ and Ca2+ channels, adenylate cyclase as well as components of the exocytotic
release machinery (Chalifoux and Carter, 2011). GABAB-Rs are also modulated by the auxiliary
binding proteins, such as GISP, mupp1 and KCTD, which regulate GABAB-R surface expression
and function (Chalifoux and Carter, 2011). Elucidating whether abnormalities in the GABAB-R
protein levels, surface expression, auxiliary binding proteins or the downstream signaling
pathways mediate the inhibitory synapse defects and E/I circuit imbalance in Fmr1 KO mice will
require a separate investigation. Additionally, over 20 different types of inhibitory interneurons
have been identified (Lovett-Barron and Losonczy, 2014), and it remains unknown which subset
of interneuron types are involved in FFI circuits. Recent study has identified neurogliaform cells
as a major contributor to FFI circuit in the TA pathway, and revealed that GABA release in these
cells is strongly modulated by presynaptic GABAB-Rs (Price et al., 2008).

While our

observations are consistent with the role of neurogliaform cells in the FFI defects in Fmr1 KO
mice, elucidating whether this and/or other interneuron types mediate the FFI defects in FXS
circuits will require extensive additional knowledge about interneuron functional specificity,
which is not currently available.
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GABAB-Rs have attracted extensive recent attention as a potential target to correct
hyperactivation of glutamatergic pathways and normalize behavioral phenotypes in Fmr1 KO
mice and FXS patients. A GABAB-R agonist, arbaclofen, has been shown to correct multiple
phenotypes in glutamatergic neurons of Fmr1 KO mice (Berry-Kravis et al., 2012; Henderson et
al., 2012; Pacey et al., 2011). However, arbaclofen treatment did not result in significant
improvements in patients and its clinical trials have been discontinued. This treatment approach
is based on the assumption that GABAB-R agonists act predominately at excitatory nerve
terminals to reduce glutamate release and dampen circuit excitability. Our results, however,
suggest that GABAB-Rs play a much more complex role in FXS, in which excessive presynaptic
GABAB-R signaling occurs in the inhibitory synapses where these receptors act to suppress
GABA release and consequently promote circuit hyperexcitability in Fmr1 KO mice.
Application of GABAB-R agonists will further reduce GABA release and promote circuit
hyperexcitability, consequently, opposing the effect of the same compound at excitatory
synapses. Indeed, GABAB-Rs are located presynaptically on both excitatory and inhibitory
synaptic terminals, as well as postsynaptically in the dendrites of both excitatory and inhibitory
neurons thereby having complex and often opposing roles in modulating circuit excitability
(Chalifoux and Carter, 2011). The difficulties in employing GABAB-R signaling to regulate
circuit excitability are further suggested by the heterogeneity of receptor expression in a cell-type
and domain-specific manner (Ault and Nadler, 1982; Laviv et al., 2010; Price et al., 2008).
Based on these considerations, GABAB-R agonists are expected to affect both GABA and
glutamate release and thereby have complex, rather than unidirectional, effects on circuit
excitability, which are also likely to be cell-type and circuit-specific.
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An additional complexity in directly applying synaptic-level findings to the treatment of FXS
will likely arise from the heterogeneity of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic defects observed in
different circuits and brain regions (Centonze et al., 2008; Curia et al., 2009; Gibson et al., 2008;
Olmos-Serrano et al., 2010; Patel et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014a). For instance, we have
previously described a major presynaptic defect in the excitatory hippocampal CA3 and Layer 5
cortical pyramidal neurons associated with excessive AP broadening and excessive glutamate
release (Deng et al., 2013). In contrast, here we found that glutamate release is unaffected in TA
pathway excitatory synapses of Fmr1 KO mice formed onto the same population of CA1 neurons
by the Layer 3 cortical inputs. Furthermore, we observed a complementary set of changes in
inhibitory hippocampal synapses, with defects evident in the TA- but not in SC-associated
inhibitory synapses onto CA1 pyramidal neurons. This heterogeneity is not surprising, however,
and has been described in many previously studies. For example, cortical excitatory synapses
onto inhibitory fast-spiking interneurons exhibit marked presynaptic defects in Fmr1 KO mice
while excitatory synapses of the same neuron on different targets are normal (Patel et al., 2013).
Similarly, large heterogeneity has been reported for the extent and direction of GABAergic
transmission defects in Fmr1 KO mice (Centonze et al., 2008; Curia et al., 2009; Gibson et al.,
2008; Olmos-Serrano et al., 2010). GABAB-R defects are also likely to be circuit and cell-type
specific, since a high degree of heterogeneity in GABAB-R signaling is present even for
excitatory synapses converging onto the same population of hippocampal neurons (Laviv et al.,
2010). Specifically, in the hippocampus, excitatory cortical inputs of the TA pathway onto CA1
pyramidal neurons do not contain measurable levels of presynaptic GABAB-Rs, while the
excitatory SC synapses onto the same population of CA1 neurons do (Laviv et al., 2010). We
found here that the opposite is the case for the TA- and SC-pathway-associated inhibitory
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hippocampal synapses. Our current findings suggest that extensive additional investigation is
needed to better understand the complexity and diversity of GABAB-R signaling and its role in
FXS neuropathology.
How does E/I imbalance in the basic FFI circuit we observed here contribute to FXS
neuropathology?

FFI circuits play key roles in many information-processing operations

(Chittajallu et al., 2013; Dudman et al., 2007; Ferrante et al., 2009; Gabernet et al., 2005; Han
and Heinemann, 2013; Izumi and Zorumski, 2008; Klyachko and Stevens, 2006). In particular,
the FFI circuits of the TA pathway are known to be involved in the induction and tuning of
multiple forms of heterosynaptic plasticity at the Schaffer collateral synapses (Dudman et al.,
2007; Han and Heinemann, 2013; Izumi and Zorumski, 2008), for the generation and
maintenance of the theta frequencies (Ang et al., 2005), as well as for overall hippocampal
information flow (Basu et al., 2013). Alterations in the FFI properties have many critical
implications for the local network functionality. Indeed, we found that the altered E/I ratio has
major implications to the fundamental operations performed by the FFI circuits in Fmr1 KO
mice. Specifically, the coincidence detection-based modulation of spiking probability in the
target excitatory neuron was abnormally shifted in Fmr1 KO mice towards excessive
enhancement of spiking at short time intervals and reduced spike blocking at longer intervals.
This hyperactive spiking behavior implies a reduction in ability to discriminate the incoming
spike patterns. The FFI circuit function is therefore abnormally shifted in a way that blunts its
ability for coincidence detection and further promotes circuit hyperexcitability. Given that
precise E\I balance is required for proper FFI circuit functioning (Chittajallu et al., 2013;
Ferrante et al., 2009; Gabernet et al., 2005; Pouille and Scanziani, 2001; Remondes and
Schuman, 2002), we predict that many other FFI circuit operations are likely to be abnormal in
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the FXS mouse model. Our results provide a first step towards further investigation into local
circuit dysfunction in FXS and the role of GABABR signaling in these defects.
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Chapter 3: Dynamic Balance of Excitation
and Inhibition Allows for Rapid Modulation
of Spiking Probability and Precision
This chapter was co-written by Sarah Wahlstrom Helgren and Vitaly Klyachko in preparation of
submission to a peer-review journal.

Neuronal feed-forward inhibitory (FFI) circuits are important for many information-processing
functions including filtering and coincidence detection. The specifics of how these circuits
operate depends on the balance and timing between the excitatory and inhibitory currents.
Because of dynamic changes in both circuit components due to short-term plasticity, this balance
changes based on the temporal structure of the incoming spike train. Here, we examined the role
of short-term plasticity in the function of FFI circuits in the mouse hippocampus. Understanding
of the role of short-term plasticity in this FFI circuit is essential for understanding neuronal
encoding. Electrophysiological recordings from the pyramidal layer in the CA1 region of the
hippocampus were performed to measure the width and magnitude of the post-synaptic current
througout a burst. Additionally, a simulation of the current input during a burst was constructed,
with the excitatory component based on our previously published model (Kandaswamy, Deng,
Stevens, & Klyachko, 2010). The balance and timing between exciation and inhibition was
chosen based on recordings of intact FFI circuit currents in the CA1 pyramidal neurons. The
simulation was then used to predict the role of the STP in the FFI circuit functions. To study
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spiking behavior, further recordings were performed in a cell-attached mode. Two stimulus
electrodes were placed on the Schaffer Collateral (SC) pathway and a coincidence detection
protocol was used as described (Pouille & Scanziani, 2001). The probability of spiking and
spike jitter were measured for a single stimuli and for the last stimuli in a burst. The probability
of observing a spike in response to FFI circuit activation was found to be significantly larger at
the end of the high-frequency burst than in response to a single spike. Additionally, an increase
in the amount of jitter at the end of the burst was observed. Blocking inhibitory synaptic
transmission did not alleviate the increase in spiking probability at the end of the burst, but the
increase in the jitter was diminished. Further, combining whole-cell recordings and the
simulation model indicated that the dynamic changes in inhibitory component of the FFI circuit
during the burst influence the modulation of spiking precision.

3.1 Introduction
Feed-forward inhibitory (FFI) circuits are a canonical unitary circuit found throughout
the brain and essential for many fundamental computations (Ang, Carlson, & Coulter, 2005;
Chittajallu, Pelkey, & McBain, 2013; Ferrante, Migliore, & Ascoli, 2009; Gabernet et al., 2005;
Goudar & Buonomano, 2015; Izumi & Zorumski, 2008; Klyachko & Stevens, 2006; F Pouille &
Scanziani, 2001; Remondes & Schuman, 2002; Tsay, Dudman, & Siegelbaum, 2007). It is
widely believed that FFI circuits function depends on the fine-tuned balance of excitatory and
inhibitory (E/I) circuit components that are tightly time-locked with each other. Yet, how E/I
balance modulates FFI circuits function remains poorly understood.
The E/I balance within the FFI circuits is not constant but is rapidly and dynamically
modulated by the ongoing activity due to the short-term plasticity (STP) of both excitatory and
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inhibitory components. A critical role for STP has been suggested in optimizing information
transmission at individual excitatory and inhibitory synapses (Rotman, Deng, & Klyachko, 2011)
and in a wide range of information processing operations in a variety of sensory systems (Klug et
al., 2012). While the dynamic changes in individual circuit components during spike trains has
been extensively studied, how resulting dynamic changes in E/I balance during spike bursts
modulate FFI functions remains poorly understood. The only study that previously examined the
effects of STP on FFI circuit operations using a simplified case of paired-pulse stimulation
concluded that STP not only increases spiking probability but also increases spike precision
(evident as reduction in spike jitter) during paired-pulse stimulation (Bartley & Dobrunz, 2015).
This reduction in spike jitter, but not increase in spiking probability, were inhibition-dependent,
and was attributed to facilitation of disynaptic inhibition. This study, performed at room
temperature, is difficult to reconcile with the observations that FFI does not facilitate under
physiological conditions (Klyachko & Stevens, 2006). Moreover, an opposite conclusion was
reached by another study demonstrating that blocking inhibition in the hippocampal FFI circuits
dramatically widened the integration window and decreased spike precision (increase jitter)
during coincidence detection (Pouille & Scanziani, 2001). Furthermore, paired-pulse stimulation
evokes only the simplest forms of STP, while STP is a complex phenomenon comprising several
interdependent forms of dynamic modulation that regulate synaptic function during spike trains,
but not apparent during a pair of spikes. The role of STP in regulating the dynamic E/I balance
in the FFI circuits therefore remains unclear.
E/I circuit imbalance has been implicated in many neurodevelopmental disorders
associated with intellectual disability, including autism, Down, Rett, and Fragile X syndromes
(FXS) (Brager & Johnston, 2014; Contractor et al., 2015; Garner & Wetmore, 2012; LeBlanc et
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al., 2015; Rubenstein & Merzenich, 2003). Specifically, in FXS, network-level defects in circuit
imbalance has been described (Gibson et al., 2008; Gonçalves et al., 2013). We recently
uncovered an abnormal STP and excessive excitatory synaptic transmission during spike bursts
in hippocampal and cortical neurons of Fmr1 KO mice (Deng, Sojka, & Klyachko, 2011; Deng
et al., 2013), a mouse model of FXS, and an E/I imbalance in hippocampal FFI circuits (Deng &
Klyachko, 2015; Wahlstrom-Helgren & Klyachko, 2015).

How this imbalance affects

fundamental circuit operations, spiking probability and precision remains largely unexplored.
Here, we combined experimental measurements and data-driven simulations to study the
role of synaptic dynamics in FFI circuit processing, with the focus on integration and spike
precision during spike trains. We found that the width of the EPSC dramatically increases
during a burst due to the decay of inhibition. We were then able to model the feed-forward
circuit and examine the specific roles of excitatory and inhibitory dynamics in both single
responses and during a burst of stimuli. In this case, the inhibitory dynamics dominate the width
of post-synaptic response. Further, we were able to examine the role of the dynamic changes
during a burst on spiking behavior. We found that spiking probability increases at the end of the
burst both in the presence and the absence of inhibition, however, the precision of the spiking
(measured as jitter) was modulated by the presence of inhibition.

3.2 Methods
Animals and Slice Preparations. Transverse hippocampal slices, 350µm thick, were prepared
from mice 18- to 25-days-old using a microtome (Lecia, Germany). Mice were obtained from
The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, USA). Slicing was performed in an ice-cold bath
solution of artificial cerebral spinal fluid: 125mM NaCl, 25mM NaHCO3, 2.5mM KCl, 1.25mM
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NaH2PO4, 10mM glucose, 0.5mM CaCl2, 4.0mM MgCl2. Slices recovered in a heated chamber
(33°C) for ~1hr, and then were kept at room temperature until use (~23°C).
Electrophysiology.

Data collection was performed using an Axopatch 200B amplifier

(Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) and custom software written in LabView (National
Instruments Corp., Austin, TX, USA) in conjunction with a National Instruments A/D board to
filter (at 2kHz) and digitize the signal. A Nikon E600N microscope with mounted differential
interference contrast optics was used to visually identify CA1 pyramidal cells. All recordings
were performed under profusion of a bath solution: 125 mM NaCl, 25mM NaHCO3, 2.50mM
KCl, 1.25mM NaH2PO4, 10mM glucose, 2.0mM CaCl2, 1.0mM MgCl2, 50µM AP-5. During
spiking experiments, 2 µM of CGP55845 was also added to the bath to block GABAB receptors.
The temperature of the bath solution was maintained between 33-34°C throughout the duration
of all recordings. All stimuli are evoked using extracellular monopolar electrodes.
Whole-cell recordings were performed using a pipette solutions consisting of (in mM):
140 K-gluconate, 0.5 EGTA, 2 MgCl2, 4 NaCl, 3 MgATP, 0.3 LiGTP, 15 HEPES, and 1 QX314
(pH 7.3). Cells were held at a reversal potential of -55mV during these recordings. Cell attached
recordings were performed using a pipette solution identical to that of the bath solution.
Spiking Experiments. Each pathway was stimulated 15-25 times to establish the probability of
evoking a post-synaptic spike. The pathways were either activated simultaneously with a single
“paired” stimulus each, or were applied to one electrode and a single stimulus was delivered to
the other; the single/burst stimuli were alternated between the two electrodes throughout the
experiment.
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Data Analysis. Spiking probability following a burst was normalized to the probability of
spiking following a single stimuli for the corresponding time delay. This approach was employed
to avoid any artifacts that may arise from a shift in the baseline spiking probability due to longterm plasticity or intrinsic cellular changes. Jitter was analyzed on a cell by cell bases and then
weighted as an average into the group based on the square of the number of spikes observed in
the cells over the square of the total number of spikes observed.
Modeling of Traces. Recordings of responses to the feed-forward stimulus and the excitatory
only stimulus were used to create the model traces. For each cell the excitatory trace was
subtracted from the feed-forward inhibitory response to generate the inhibitory trace. Trace
shapes were created by averaging responses across all cells. Using the excitatory and inhibitory
traces independently, combinations of different ratios could be explored. The delay between the
excitatory and inhibitory traces was chosen based on the average delay between excitation and
inhibition in the recorded data.
Modeling of Short-term Plasticity. The model used for the short-term plasticity of the excitatory
synapse was previously developed by the lab (Kandaswamy et al., 2010).

The model of

inhibitory short-term plasticity is made up of two depressive components and one recovery
component, τ. The first depression term, d1, is based on the paired-pulse depression data. The
second depression term, d2, is a constant.
Eq. 3.1
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Where dt is the time between the stimuli, and A(t) is the value of the synaptic strength and is
limited to values between 0 and 1. The values of τ and d2 were chosen to best fit the constant
frequency and natural spike train IPSP data (Fig. 3.3).
Modeling of Feed-Forward Inhibition. Combining the traces and plasticity measurements a
model of a feed-forward circuit to a continuous train of stimuli was implemented. To do this, a
waveform that was 100ms long was created for each specific stimuli and then added to the total
trace. This addition is to account for the post-synaptic temporal integration that occurs.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Short-term depression of disynaptic inhibition causes EPSC
broadening during bursts in hippocampal feed-forward circuits
Previous studies performed at room temperature (Bartley & Dobrunz, 2015), attributed
the increase in spike probability observed with a paired-pulse stimulation to the facilitation of the
disynaptic inhibition at short ISIs (<200ms). We found here that both the direct inhibition and
the disynaptic inhibition of the hippocampal FFI circuit do not facilitate under physiological
conditions (Fig. 3.6), but rather exhibit short-term depression in agreement with earlier studies
(Klyachko & Stevens, 2006). To further investigate dynamic changes in the FFI circuit during
bursts, we performed whole-cell recordings of synaptic dynamics evoked by activation of the FFI
circuit in the voltage-clamped CA1 neurons. Responses consisted of a canonical EPSC/IPSC
pair typical of FFI circuit activation and was recorded for single paired-stimulus and a paired
stimulus at the end of 18 stimuli natural burst train (Fig. 3.1A) in the absence (5µM Gabazine)
and presence of inhibition. Comparison of the single-stimulus responses and responses during
the burst revealed decay of di-synaptic IPSC and increase in EPSC amplitudes (Fig. 3.1B,C) and
a concomitant broadening of EPSP (Fig. 3.1B,D).
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The increase in EPSC amplitude was

observed whether inhibition was present or not, and was in fact larger in the presence of
inhibition (Fig. 3.1C). We found previously that this effect is caused by a combination of shortterm enhancement of excitation and concomitant depression of inhibition (Klyachko & Stevens,
2006). Importantly, here we found that EPSP broadening was no longer evident when inhibition
was blocked (Fig. 3.2D, Exc + Inh: 2.8 ± 0.5, Exc Only: 1.0 ± 0.03, n = 9; p = 0.006; MannWhitney U test, here and throughout), suggesting that dynamics of inhibition also controls EPSC
width during trains.
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Figure 3.1. Inhibition decay is responsible for width change of the EPSC
A. Example of trace of a natural burst with (blue) and without (red) inhibition. Stimulus artifacts have been removed
(here and throughout) for clarity.
B. Zoom and overlay of first and last pulse of the burst with (blue) and without (red) inhibition. Stimulus artifacts
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3.3.2 Simulations of the feed-forward circuit responses support the critical
role of inhibition in regulating EPSC width
To examine quantitatively how STP of individual circuit components regulate dynamic
E/I balance and contribute to FFI circuit responses during bursts, we employed a simple
computational approach to reconstruct FFI circuit responses and to simulate its dynamics based
on experimental recordings of individual components alone and the timing between the
components. We then used this approach to predict how dynamic changes in E/I balance during
bursts alter FFI circuit responses and verified these predictions experimentally.
First, we determined baseline responses of each FFI circuit component to a single
stimulus using whole-cell recordings in CA1 pyramidal cells (Fig. 3.2B). The EPSC/IPSC
sequences were evoked by single SC stimulation and recorded first at -55mV, a potential at
which both FFI circuit components are evident, and then at -80mV, near Cl- reversal potential,
when only EPSC is evident Fig. 3.2B). The di-synaptic IPSC was then extracted from these
traces by subtracting the -80mV trace from the -55mV trace (Pouille & Scanziani, 2001).
EPSC/IPSC peak ratio, the time to peak of EPSC and IPSC and E-I peak delay was determined
for each cell (Fig. 3.2C, D). The EPSC and IPSC traces were averaged across all cells (Fig.
3.2E) and combined to construct the average FFI circuit response to a single stimulus based on
average E/I ratio and E-I delay (Fig. 3.2F).
We then used these simulated traces to examine how the E/I balance in the FFI circuit
influences the width of the EPSC, by systematically varying the E/I ratio. First, varying relative
amount of inhibition while holding excitation constant (Fig. 3.2G, I) strongly affected the width
of the EPSC, while causing little change in EPSC magnitude. In contrast, varying the amount of
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excitation while holding inhibition constant caused marked changes in magnitude of EPSC and
small changes in EPSC width (Fig. 3.2H, J). This result supports the above findings of the
differential roles of excitation and inhibition in altering EPSC properties in the FFI circuit
response and further supports the predominate role of inhibition in altering EPSC width.
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Figure 3.2. The role of excitation/inhibition balance in determining the width of the EPSC
A. Schematic of stimulation protocol. Abbreviations denote hippocampal layers.
B. Example trace showing how excitation is subtracted from the FFI trace to extract the inhibitory component.
Stimulus artifacts have been removed (here and throughout) for clarity.
C. Inhibition to excitation ratio as measured in 7 cells, line represents the average.
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H. Examples of constructed traces when the amount of excitation is varied.
I. Influence of the inhibition on the width of the EPSC, measured as full-width at half-maximum (FWHM).
J. Influence of excitation magnitude on the width of the EPSC
K. Measurement of normalized peak EPSC from recorded and simulated natural spike train.
L. Measurement of width from recorded and simulated natural spike train.
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3.3.3 The role of STP in modulating E/I balance during bursts in a feedforward circuit
To extend these simulations to a case of a burst, we incorporated the dynamic changes of the
individual circuit components, again based on experimental recordings of synaptic dynamics in
this circuit.

To establish inhibitory synapse dynamics, IPSCs were recorded from CA1

pyramidal cells in response to SC pathway stimulation with a set of constant frequency trains
from 2Hz to 80Hz in the absence of excitation (APV (50µM) and DNQX (10µM)) (Fig. 3.3A).
A three-parameter model incorporating fast depression, slow depression, and a recovery
processes was then fit to the average IPSC values determined from these recordings. Model
performance was evaluated by predicting a response to a random spike train (Fig. 3.3B).
Previous findings indicated that excitatory synapses from CA3 PCs onto CA1 inhibitory
hippocampal interneurons are highly reliable and therefore are expected to exhibit a certain
degree of short-term depression during trains that would combine with the depression of their
inhibitory synapses to result in overall short-term depression of di-synaptic inhibition. This
notion however, has been challenged recently by a recent study suggesting that instead that disynaptic inhibition exhibits strong paired-pulse facilitation that plays a major role in FFI circuit
properties (Bartley & Dobrunz, 2015). Therefore care was taken to specifically examine
dynamics of both direct mono-synaptic inhibition and disynaptic inhibition in the intact FFI
circuit. In all cases, paired-pulse stimulation led to paired-pulse depression at various ISIs under
physiological conditions (Fig. 3.6). Further, comparison of dynamic changes in mono- and disynaptic inhibition indicated that the inhibitory dynamics in the FFI circuit is dominated by the
short-term depression of mono-synaptic inhibition with small additional contribution from
depression of excitatory input onto interneurons.
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Finally we combined the above model of inhibitory plasticity, with the existing model of an
excitatory SC synapse STP we developed previously (Kandaswamy et al., 2010), to construct
averaged simulated EPSCs during a train. Inputs were assumed to temporally sum in the postsynaptic cell. The performance of the model was evaluated by comparison with our recordings
of synaptic currents from the intact FFI circuit. The simulation was able to capture the dynamic
changes that occur in both magnitude and width of EPSC with the close agreement with the
experimental recordings (Fig. 3.2K, L). Because the simulations were created in assumption that
the excitatory inputs to the FFI interneurons are reliable, the close agreement between simulated
and experimentally observed dynamics provide further support for the notion that the excitatory
inputs to the FFI interneurons do not strongly contribute to dynamic changes in the FFI circuit
during bursts in contrast to the previous study (Bartley & Dobrunz, 2015).
This simulation is advantageous because it allows for the testing of the role STP of each
excitation and inhibition independently in a way that could not be achieved experimentally. A
burst of 40 stimuli at 40Hz was chosen to examine the simulated circuit behavior. First, all STP
was removed from the model and changes simply due to post-synaptic integration were explored
(Fig. 3.4Ai-Aiii). In the absence of any synaptic dynamics we observed a slight increase in the
width of each EPSC throughout the train (Fig. 3.4Aiii). Next, the excitatory synapse STP was
implemented, but the inhibitory synaptic strength remained constant. In this case, a step-wise
increase in EPSC width is evident that slowly recovered following the train with the same time
course as augmentation decay (Fig. 3.4Biii). Then, in a similar way, the excitation was held
constant and the inhibitory plasticity was implemented (Fig. 3.4Ci-Ciii), larger changes in the
EPSC width were observed with the extent of the changes dependent on the length of the
stimulus train. Finally, the model was tested with STP at both excitatory and inhibitory synapses
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present (Fig. 3.4Di-Diii) demonstrating an increase in the width throughout the train. We note
however, that the observed changes in width are not a linear summation of the changes in width
seen for each type of synapse independently.
Together these simple simulations indicate that EPSC width is dynamically modulated
during trains predominately due to STP (depression) of inhibition with the smaller contribution
from enhancement of excitation.
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3.3.4 Distinct roles of excitatory and inhibitory dynamics in modulating
spiking probability and precision during bursts in feed-forward hippocampal
circuits
While the role of E/I balance in basic FFI circuit operations is well established, how rapid
dynamic changes caused by STP during spike bursts affects fundamental circuit operations
remains poorly understood. To approach this question, we used a basic coincidence detection
paradigm (Pouille & Scanziani, 2001) and compared coincidence detection features of the
hippocampal FFI circuit for single spikes and during bursts. Two stimulus electrodes were
placed in the SR on either side from the CA1 pyramidal cell being recorded from (Fig 3.5A, B)
and the stimulus intensities were set to be below the threshold for evoking a spike in the postsynaptic cell when either pathway was activated alone. We then compared the probability of
evoking a spike in response to single paired stimuli in the two pathways with the same paired
stimuli applied at the end of a 15-stimulus burst at 20 Hz. In addition, the timing between the
paired stimuli (ΔT) was measured at 0ms and 10ms.

Spiking probability for a burst was

normalized to the probability measured for the single paired-stimuli at the same ΔT. This
analysis revealed that spiking probability was significantly increased (~2 times) at the end of the
burst compared to single spikes at ΔT = 0 (Fig 3.5C). The effect of the burst on spiking
probability decayed rapidly with increase in ΔT (Fig. 3.5C). This result suggests that dynamic
synaptic changes during burst have a major influence on the spiking probability during
coincidence detection task.
The inhibitory component of the FFI circuit has been implicated in controlling temporal
fidelity of the target cell spiking (Pouille & Scanziani, 2001). We therefore examined the role of
inhibition in setting the strength of coincidence detection during bursts, using the same paradigm
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as above in the presence of Gabazine (5µM) (Fig. 3.5C). Surprisingly, we found that blocking
inhibition had no influence on the dynamic change in spiking probability at the end of the bursts
(Fig. 3.5C).
We next examined how bursts affect the spike precision, by analyzing the jitter of individual
spikes relative to the average spike time for each cell, for single paired-stimuli and for the same
paired stimuli at the end of the 15-stimulus burst at 20 Hz. Jitter increased 2-fold at the end of
the bursts compared to single paired stimuli (Fig. 3.5D, E), indicating a reduction in spike
precision.

Importantly, this increase in spike jitter during bursts was strongly, but not

completely, reduced by block of inhibition (Fig. 3.5G, H).
Together these results suggest that inhibitory component modulates the spike precision, while
excitatory component predominately modulates spike probability in the hippocampal FFI circuits
during the trains with smaller additional influence on spike precision.
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3.4 Discussion
In this study, we sought to examine the role of STP in the dynamical behavior of feedforward circuits and to further probe the implications it has for circuit output during bursts. Our
experimental measurements and simulations suggest that the short-term depression of feedforward inhibition is responsible for changes in width of EPSC seen during a burst, while
dynamics of excitation is predominately responsible for changes in amplitude of the EPSC.
Moreover, dynamics of inhibition modulated the spike precision during burst but not the changes
in spiking probability, which is attributed to the dynamics of the excitation.
Coincidence detection cell-attached experiments revealed that the dynamics of feed-forward
inhibition play a critical role in the modulation of spiking precision. The changes in jitter seen
between a single stimulus and a burst of stimuli further support the ideas previously presented
(Pouille & Scanziani, 2001), showing that a decrease in spiking precision is associated with the
decrease in inhibition. This relationship is attributed to the increase in rise time of the excitatory
response that occurs as a result of blocking of inhibition.

Further, others using different

approaches showed that increases in tonic GABA decrease the membrane time constant and
improve spike precision (Wlodarczyk et al., 2013). Overall, our results provide further evidence
of this relationship. The novel and unexpected finding of our study is that blocking inhibition
strongly reduces changes in spike jitter during bursts.
It is worth noting we did not observe an increase in the width of the coincidence detection
window with the decay of inhibition, as may have been expected given previous work (Pouille &
Scanziani, 2001). However, because only one of the stimulated pathways receives the burst
stimulus it is plausible that there is some amount of inhibition activated by the second pathway.
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This may be responsible for maintaining the narrow coincidence detection window while unable
to fully maintain the spiking precision.
It was recently implied that there is short-term facilitation that happens in inhibitory synapses
contributing to the role of short-term plasticity in coincidence detection during paired-pulse
stimuli (Bartley & Dobrunz, 2015). However, it should be noted that these experiments were
performed at room temperature, and specifically in the case of a coincidence detection protocol,
correct physiological temperature is critical. Because temperature can influence the speed of
propagation of neural signals (König, Engel, Roelfsema, & Singer, 1996), it is also critical to
short-term plasticity dynamics (Klyachko & Stevens, 2006). Additionally, we did not observe
paired-pulse facilitation of inhibition in any of our measurements (Fig. 3.6).

Finally, our

simulation results further support that paired-pulse depression rather than facilitation of
inhibition occurs at physiological temperatures.

As a result, paired-pulse facilitation of

inhibition is unlikely to be a mechanism underlying changes observed here under physiologically
relevant conditions.
Our recordings of feed-forward circuit dynamics are corroborated by a computational
simulation of the circuit behavior. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to examine the
roles of each type of plasticity within the feed-forward circuit using a model that is built from
experimental data. Although there are many other models of short-term plasticity (Hennig,
2013; Kandaswamy et al., 2010) or of feed-forward inhibition (Ferrante et al., 2009; George,
Lyons-Warren, Ma, & Carlson, 2011; Jang & Kwag, 2012; Keck, Savin, & Lücke, 2012; Saraga,
Balena, Wolansky, Dickson, & Woodin, 2008; Zalay & Bardakjian, 2006; Zhou, Tao, & Zhang,
2012), surprisingly, to our knowledge, no previous studies have focused on the influence of the
plasticity on the width of the post-synaptic response and its relationship with the circuit output.
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We note, however, that our computational work is limited by the assumption of the relationship
between the size and shape of the EPSC and the spiking behavior. There are many contributing
factors to the spiking behavior of a neuron—dendritic integration, intrinsic plasticity, neuronal
dynamics—that we did not consider. For example, the reversal potential for Cl- has previously
been shown to be essential in regulation of spiking activity (Saraga et al., 2008). Previous work
has attributed the rise time of the EPSC/EPSP to be correlated with the increase in jitter by using
current-clamp recordings (Pouille & Scanziani, 2001; Wlodarczyk et al., 2013), however, the
association between the width of the post-synaptic response and the jitter has not, to our
knowledge, been examined experimentally.

Future work will be needed to examine this

relationship in detail. Another limiting consideration in the simulation work presented here is
the absence of a probabilistic synaptic release parameter, which represents the unreliability of the
synapse.

Unreliability limits the amount of information a neuron can transmit (Schreiber,

Fellous, Whitmer, Tiesinga, & Sejnowski, 2003). Because our simulation is of an averaged
neuronal response, it does not take unreliability into account and therefore misses this important
aspect of the neuronal processing.
The feed-forward inhibitory circuit is a dynamical system, and importantly, because of both
short-term plasticity and long-term plasticity it has dynamics that occur on many time scales.
This range of time scales implies that there may not be a stable sink point of the system. Spike
train input needed to generate the same output changes in time because of this non-stationarity
and the plasticity of the intrinsic excitability of the neuron. This implies that in contrast to
previous thinking (Rieke, Warland, Steveninck, & Bialek, 1999), the delivery of two identical
stimuli may not produce the same spike response. This work aligns with previous findings of
the importance of the sequence of inter-spike intervals (Rieke et al., 1999) and extends that
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importance beyond a single synapse and to the microcircuit level during a burst. The presence of
a burst allows for the temporary manipulation of this balance allowing the circuit to increase its
information transfer by increasing the probability that a coincidence will be detected in the postsynaptic cell. However, this increase in information transfer comes at a cost, as the precision of
the spike timing is decreased.
Because altered balance of excitation and inhibition and circuit hyperexcitability have been
shown to be critical in many disease states, one future direction of this study is to examine the
dynamic changes in feed-forward circuit behavior and its influence on spike probability and
precision in a disease state. Specifically, in Fragile X Syndrome where hyperexcitability is
known, the impact of the hyperexcitability on information processing of the microcircuits has
only minimally been explored (Rubenstein & Merzenich, 2003; Wahlstrom-Helgren &
Klyachko, 2015).
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